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Abstract: In this paper, an effective multiple description image coding technique is
developed to achieve competitive coding efﬁciency at low encoder complexity, while being
standard compliant. The new technique is particularly suitable for visual communication
over packet-switched networks and with resource-deﬁcient wireless devices. To keep the
encoder simple and standard compliant, multiple descriptions are produced by quincunx
spatial multiplexing. Each side description is a polyphase downsampled version of the input image, but the conventional low-pass ﬁlter prior to downsampling is replaced by a local
random binary convolution kernel. The pixels of each resulting side description are local
random measurements and placed in the original spatial conﬁguration. The advantages of
local random measurements are two folds: 1) preservation of high-frequency image features that are otherwise discarded by low-pass ﬁltering; 2) each side description remains a
conventional image and can therefore be coded by any standardized codec to remove statistical redundancy of larger scales. The decoder performs joint upsampling of received
description(s) and recovers the image from local random measurements in a framework
of compressive sensing. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed multiple description image codec is competitive in rate-distortion performance compared with existing
methods, with a unique strength of recovering ﬁne details and sharp edges at low bit rates.
Key words: Multiple description coding, random sampling, compressive sensing, sparse
representation.
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Introduction

Multiple description coding (MDC) has been proven to be a promising technique to cope
with transmission errors when compressed media contents are delivered via error-prone
channels [1][2]. In the MDC approach, the source data are coded into two or more code
streams, called side descriptions, which are transmitted via lossy diversity channels/network.
There is no guarantee that the decoder will receive all side descriptions. The MDC design
objective is to maximize the quality of the reconstructed signal using whatever descriptions
received; the more side descriptions received, the higher the reconstruction ﬁdelity. Unlike
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Figure 1: Fourier spectrums of Gaussian kernel (left) and local random convolution kernel (right).

the layered or progressive transmission schemes [3][4], where code layers can only be decoded in a particular sequence, MDC does not have algorithmic interdependence of side
descriptions; any subset of side descriptions can be decoded. This property lends MDC
greater ﬂexibility and robustness to survive complex adverse network conditions.
In the literature, there are four types of MDC techniques: 1) polyphase downsamplingbased multiplexing in spatial (PDSM) or transform domain (PDTM)[13][14], 2) multiple
description quantization (MDQ) [5][6][7], 3) correlation transform (CT) [8]-[11], and 4)
uneven erasure protected packetization (UEP) [12]. All these MDC techniques, except
the polyphase downsampled based methods, are not compatible with existing image compression standards such as JPEG and JPEG 2000; they adopt completely different coding
methodologies from existing image/video compression standards and cannot be used without signiﬁcantly changing the standardized code stream syntax.
In the PDSM approach to MDC [13], multiple side descriptions are different polyphase
downsampled versions of the input image, each of which remains a conventional image of
pixels on rectangular lattice; thus each side description can be coded by any compression
standard as is. The PDSM-based MDC approach is completely standard compliant, because the MD encoder acts merely as a preprocessor (downsampling) and the MD decoder
as a postprocessor (upsampling) to the standardized codec. The conventional preprocessing before downsampling is low-pass ﬁltering for the purpose of removing aliasing at the
MD reconstruction stage. However, this also prevents the recovery of sharp spatial details
beyond the cut-off frequency of the low-pass ﬁlter. Considering the importance of edges
and other structured high-frequency features to perceptual quality, we propose to replace
the low-pass downsampling ﬁlter, such as Gaussian and box ﬁlters, by a w × w binary
convolution kernel of random coefﬁcients. As the latter is a broad-band ﬁlter (see Fig. 1 to
compare the spectrum responses of random convolution and Gaussian kernels), it retains
high-frequency information in the down-sampled image and hence leaves the MD decoder
the possibility of reconstructing sharper and clearer images than the low-pass preﬁlters.
To summarize we depict the architecture of the proposed local random ﬁltering based
multiple description image coding system in Fig. 2. To avoid unnecessary clutters, the sys124

Figure 2: Block diagram of the proposed multiple description image coding system

tem is illustrated for two descriptions. Note that the value of a pixel in a downsampled
image (side description), after the random broad-band ﬁltering and polyphase downsampling, can be viewed as a random measurement of a w × w image window. Although pixel
values are local random measurements, the downsampled images can and should be compressed by a third party or standard image codec, because natural images comprise large
smooth regions and thus statistical redundancies between the pixels still exist. As shown in
Fig. 2, the system decoder side is a cascade of the straightforward hard decoding of k ≥ 1
received description(s) and a sparsity-based reconstruction of the transmitted image using
all the kW H local random measurements of the image, where W × H is the resolution
of the downsampled images. The thrust of this research, which is also our main contribution, is to develop sparsity-based soft-decoding technique for compressive sensing image
recovery. Speciﬁcally, in addition to relying on constraints provided by local random measurements, the soft MD decoding incorporates a sparse image representation learnt from
the pixel patches of hard decoded side description(s). The said sparse representation is in
the form of PCA dictionary in which pixel patches are of sparse coding in the PCA bases.
By combining the constraints of the local random measurements and the learnt sparse representation, the soft MD decoder exploits both the high-frequency information retained by
the broad-band ﬁlter of random convolution and the self-similarities of pixel patches at
larger scales. This novel image restoration strategy gives the proposed soft MD decoder its
superior rate-distortion performance to other standard-compliant image MDC methods.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II the above sketched sparsitybased MD decoding technique is detailed. Section III presents experimental results and
discussions about the behavior and properties of the new image MDC technique in comparison with others. Section IV concludes the paper.
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Sparsity-based MD Decoding

As shown in Fig. 2, the proposed PDSM-based image MDC system has a very simple, fast
and standard-compliant encoder. By design the MDC system shifts the burden of achieving
high coding performance to the decoder, very much like in distributed source coding. At the
decoder side, the MD reconstruction of the original image signal f starts with separate hard
decoding(s) of k ≥ 1 received side description(s). This hard decoding process prepares
a set of kW H local random measurements of f and interfaces with a soft MD decoder
that restores f from these local random measurements. The soft MD decoding is carried
out in the well known framework of compressive image recovery; the recovery algorithm
works the same way independent of the number of available local random measurements.
At this point, a unique advantage of the propose image MDC system is noteworthy: the
uniﬁcation of the center decoder and all side decoders. In conventional MDC systems of K
descriptions, in addition to the center decoder there can be as many as 2K −1 side decoders,
one for each possible subset of the K descriptions. In contrast, the new image MDC system
uses only one MD decoder that suits all possible channel deliveries of the K descriptions.
Let y be a decompressed downsampled image at the decoder,
y = Φf + υ,

(1)

1

where Φ ∈  4 W H×W H is the local random measurement matrix with downsampling integrated in, υ is the compression noise generated by the hard decoder.
2.1

Sparsity Model and Dictionary Learning

The reconstruction of f from the set of received and hard decoded side descriptions y is an
ill-posed inverse problem. The performance of the soft MD decoding algorithm primarily
depends on how well it can explore and use priors in regulating the solution to the inverse
problem. One popular technique to incorporating the prior knowledge about images is via
a so-called sparsity model, in which an image is approximated by a sparse linear combination of elements in an appropriately chosen dictionary Ψ: f = Ψα + ε, where ε is the
approximation error. In order to jointly exploit the priors of the random convolution kernels Φ that produces y and dictionary Ψ to sparsely express the input image f , the soft MD
decoding problem is formulated as
arg min y − ΦΨα2 + λ α1
{α,Ψ}

(2)

where λ is a Lagrangian multiplier. The above formulation leads to a nonlinear optimization
problem. It can be made linear and solved by alternatingly ﬁxing one of α and Ψ and
optimizing over the other.
In initialization we need to build a dictionary Ψ for sparse representations of pixel
patches in image f . To this end, we obtain the ﬁrst estimate 
f0 of the input image f by
solving the standard compressive sensing recovery problem:


f0 = arg min Ψ0 T f  + λ y − Φf 2 ,
(3)
1
2
f
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where Ψ0 is a sparsity space (e.g., TV, DCT or wavelet space). Using f0 we build a set of M
dictionaries {Ψm }1≤m≤M in a learning process, each Ψm for a pattern class of d × d pixel
patches. Locally adaptive dictionaries are needed because natural images typically exhibit
non-stationary statistics, consisting of many heterogeneous regions of signiﬁcantly different geometric structures or statistical characteristics. To learn dictionaries {Ψm }1≤m≤M ,
we classify d × d pixel patches of 
f0 into M groups Sm , 1 ≤ m ≤ M , by clustering.
Considering each group Sm as a set of samples generated by Ψm , we perform the principle component analysis (PCA) on Sm and let the resulting PCA bases be the words of
dictionary Ψm .
2.2

Reﬁnement by Collaborative Sparse Coding

In the proposed soft MD decoding method, similar pixel patches in each cluster Sm are
not only used to learn an adaptive dictionary, but also make the sparse decomposition more
robust. Common sparse coding methods for compressive sensing recovery are patch based,
and each patch is estimated independently [16][17]; they may make very different estimates
for similar patches due to numerical instability of sparse decompositions. In light of this
one can improve the performance of current sparse coding techniques by forcing similar
pixel patches to have close estimates. Let bfi be a pixel patch in f0 centered at pixel location
i, and Si be the cluster such that bfi ∈ Si , we jointly optimize the sparse codes of all
member patches in Si to obtain more accurate estimates:
⎧
⎫
⎨
⎬


2
2
y
(4)
bı − Φı Ψi αiı  + λ
αiı 1 +γ
αiı − αij  Wıj
arg min
⎭
{αiı } ⎩ f
f
f f
bı ∈Si

bı ∈Si

bı ,bj ∈Si

where byı is the down-sampled pixel patch corresponding to bfı in the hard decoded image
y; Φı is the reorganized measurement matrix from Φ, which contains the local random
convolution kernels of pixels in byı ; Wıj measures the similarity between a pair of patches
(bfı , bfj ), which is deﬁned as:
 f

bı − bfj 2
Wıj = exp −
σ2

, σ > 0.

(5)

The additional regularization is in the graph-Laplacian form [15], which stipulates that similar patches in Si have similar sparse representation coefﬁcients. Incorporating the similarity preserving term into the objective function of collaborative sparse coding can improve
the robustness and accuracy of the solution of Eq. 4.
The above minimization problem can be solved by the feature-sign search algorithm.
The detail of optimization can be found in [15]. Upon solving (4) and obtaining the optimal
sparse coding vectors A∗i = {α∗iı }, we restore the current patch bfi to be the weighted
average of all reconstructed patches in cluster Si :

f = 1
Wiı Ψi α∗iı = Ψi A∗i Wi ,
(6)
b
i
|Si | f
bı ∈Si
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T
where |Si | is the cardinality of Si , Wi = Wi1 , · · · , Wi|Si | is the weight vector.
In practical implementation, the image patches are overlapped sampled to better suppress artifacts: bfi = Rif0 , where Ri is the matrix extracting patch bfi from f0 at location
i. The whole image f can be reconstructed by averaging all the reconstructed patches [16]:

f =

N


−1 
RTi Ri

i=1

N



RTi Ψi A∗i Wi

.

(7)

i=1

where N is the number of all sampled patches. The above procedure of updating Ψ and 
f
can be iterated to achieve a successive reﬁnement.
3

Experimental Results and Analysis

In this section, experimental results are presented to demonstrate the performance of the
proposed image MDC technique, in comparison with other two standard-compliant image MDC techniques: spatial multiplexing MD (SMMD) using low-pass preﬁltering [13],
and polyphase downsampling transform multiplexing (PDTM) [14]. These image MDC
methods are tested for two balanced descriptions, each of which is is coded by JPEG 2000
and transmitted over a lossy network independently of the other. The description erasure
probability p is the same for the two descriptions.
Fig. 3 presents the ﬁdelity-rate (PSNR vs. central rate) curves of side and central decoders for the three tested methods. The results on four commonly used test images: Bike,
Lena, Monarch and Leaves are reported. In all test cases, both the side and central decoders
of the new image MDC method outperform those of the other two competing methods. For
the side decoder, the new method outperforms the SMMD and PDTM methods by up to
1dB and 1.5dB, respectively; for the central decoder, the improvements over the two competing methods are up to 1.2dB and 2dB, respectively.
When motivating this research in the introduction, we set the goal of preserving highfrequency image features, because this is crucial to perceptual image quality of MDC.
Indeed, as we expected, the advantage of broad-band preﬁltering over low-pass preﬁltering in recovering sharp edges and ﬁne details is quite signiﬁcant. In Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 the
three image MDC methods are compared in perceptual image quality; the proposed method
appears to have superior visual quality to its competitors in both side and central descriptions. When one of the two descriptions is lost, the proposed side decoder still preserves
edges well and reconstructs the original image with good visual quality, whereas the PDTM
method produces objectionable visual artifacts (e.g., jaggies, ringings and aliasing) in areas
of edges and textures. The SMMD method ranks in the middle in visual quality, and it also
produces some ghosting and aliasing artifacts along edges. In contrast, the images produced by the new method are much cleaner, with the structures and sharpness of edges and
textures are well preserved. Common compression artifacts shown in SMMD and PDTM,
such as jaggies along edges, are greatly reduced by the proposed technique. The advantage of local random sampling in the recovery of high frequency features is convincingly
demonstrated.
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Figure 3: Comparison of three image MDC methods in PSNR values of side and central decoders
versus the central rate.

Figure 4: Comparison of decoded Leaves images when only one description is received at rate
0.2bpp. Left: PDTM; Middle: SMMD; Right: the proposed method.

Also, we compare the three standard-compliant image MDC methods in terms of average distortion versus the description erasure probability p:
D̄(p) = (1 − p)2 Dc + 2p(1 − p)Ds

(8)

where Dc and Ds are the central and side distortions, respectively. In Fig. 6, the average
distortion D̄(p) is converted to average PSNR and plotted for different total rate. Three
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Figure 5: Comparison of decoded Monarch images when both descriptions are received at total rate
0.6bpp. Left: PDTM; Middle: SMMD; Right: the proposed method.

families of PSNR curves are presented for the three different image MDC methods; each
family of curves are parameterized by p. As shown by the ﬁgure, the proposed method
enjoys fairly large gains in average PSNR over the other two methods. The margin of
improvement in average PSNR performance increases as the channel loss probability p
decreases.
4

Conclusions

We developed a standard-compliant multiple description image coding technique of low encoder complexity and a uniﬁed central and side decoder. In order to recover high-frequency
image structures even at low bit rates, the encoder generates side descriptions by polyphase
downsampling after broad-band preﬁltering of random convolution kernel. The MD decoder is an image restoration process in a framework of compressive sensing recovery.
Experimental results demonstrate that the new image MDC method achieves competitive
rate-distortion performance.
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